
Fauske & Associates, LLC (FAI) Advanced Reactive 

System Screening Tool (ARSSTTM) is a low thermal 

inertia calorimeter used to obtain critical upset 

process design data.  Based on DIERS two-phase flow 

methodology, which is recognized by OHSA as “an 

example of good engineering practice”, this device is 

also capable of generating low phi-factor data for 

DIERS vent sizing.

Advanced Reactive System 

Screening Tool (ARSSTTM)
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The ARSSTTM enables users to quickly obtain reliable adiabatic data which can be used for a variety of safety applications, 
including characterization of thermal stability and reaction chemistry. Test data includes adiabatic rates of temperature and 
pressure change which, due to the low thermal inertia, can be directly applied to process scale to determine relief vent sizes, 
quench tank designs and other relief system design parameters related to process safety management (PSM).

ARSSTTM tests are used to model such upset scenarios   as loss of cooling, loss of stirring, mischarge of  reagents, mass-loaded 
upset, batch contamination and fire exposure heating.  Data derived from ARSSTTM testing yields critical experimental 
knowledge of the rates of temperature and pressure rise during a runaway reaction, thereby providing reliable energy and 
gas release rates which can be applied directly to full scale process conditions. 

This easy to use and cost-effective calorimeter can quickly and safely identify potential reactive chemical hazards in the 
process industry. FAI manufactures and sells the ARSSTTM along with options for customization such as a high-pressure vessel 
and Flow Regime Detector (FREDTM). FAI also stocks commonly used items such as test cells, heaters, glands and 
thermocouples. 

Introduction
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Applications

Obtain complete chemical systems data:
-  Critical temperature
-  Kinetic parameters 
Estimate process safety parameters including:
-  Onset temperature
-  Temperature and pressure rise rates
-  Adiabatic temperature rise (ΔTad)
-  Heat of reaction and mixing
-  Tempering temperature
-  Time to maximum rate (tmr)
-  Self-accelerating decomposition temperature (SADT) 
Vent sizing
Emergency relief system design
Accommodates handling of energetics and pyrotechnics
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Features

Specifications

The ARSSTTM typically utilizes a sample size of 5-10 grams in a lightweight glass test cell with a volume of approximately 
10 ml. The test cell is outfitted with a belt heater (used to heat the sample through a preprogrammed temperature scan) 
and then installed in 350 ml containment vessel. Tests are typically run using open test cell methodology. In this test 
configuration, the test cell is open to the containment vessel. Volatilization of the test sample is prevented by imposing 
an inert backpressure on the containment vessel.

User friendly
Easy setup for fast test turnaround
Quickly screen new and existing processes for thermal hazards
Scanning and isothermal modes
Reliable results for thermal hazard assessment
Open or closed cell testing (obtain vapor pressure from data from closed cell testing
Small sample size
Lightweight glass test cell with good mixing
Compatible with Flow Regime Detector (FREDTM) equipment for vent sizing 
applications.  The FREDTM distinguishes between foamy and non-foamy behavior.

FREDTM

Schematic of the ARSSTTM
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